THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

I G ROSS SCHOLARSHIP

CONDITIONS OF AWARD

1. There shall be one scholarship for award by the University Awards Committee each year known as the I G Ross Scholarship.

2. The scholarship shall have a value of $A2,000 and shall be payable in two instalments, one at the beginning of each semester.

3. The scholarship shall be awarded on academic merit to the student:
   (a) who achieved the best result in first year Chemistry;
   (b) who intends to undertake or is enrolled in the equivalent of twelve units of second year Chemistry; and
   (c) who is or will be enrolled in the second year of a program leading to the award of an undergraduate degree in the ANU College of Physical Sciences.

4. The scholarship shall be awarded on the recommendation of a selection panel which shall be chaired by the Head of Chemistry (or nominee).

5. If, in the opinion of the selection panel, it is not possible to distinguish between candidates on the basis of academic merit the scholarship may be shared between two students.

6. If a scholar fails to enrol for the second year of the program leading to the award of an undergraduate degree in the ANU College of Physical Sciences or withdraws from the program before completing that year or fails to enrol or withdraws from enrolment in the equivalent of twelve units of second year chemistry:
   (a) the scholarship must be surrendered; and
   (b) the scholarship instalment for the semester in which the withdrawal occurs may be requested to be refunded in full or in part subject to the background and on the decision of the Head of Chemistry.

7. A scholarship shall not be awarded when, in the opinion of the selection panel, there is no applicant of sufficient merit.